
BEACON HEIGHTS 
PHASES I & II 

 
 

 
 

Warning: Climbing is dangerous and stuff. Use the following information at your own 

risk. Be self-sufficient and safe. No responsibility whatsoever will be taken for any 

incident arising from the use or misuse of what follows and the climbing of the routes 

described below. 

 
It is amazing how these two outcrops escaped the attentions of Hong Kong’s 

eager bolters for so long, especially when they are as clearly visible from the road as the 

rest of Beacon Hill. Nonno Franco claims that he and Laurent Jacob checked them out 

years ago and left them be, but that may be his old age talking. The first three routes on 

what would eventually be called Beacon Heights went up in 2016 or 2017, but 



development then went into deep hibernation due to a chronic lack of funds, and a 

chronic case of procrastination (winter temps are for sending, and what madman would 

want to bolt in the summer?). It was only in winter 2019-2020 that clearing, cleaning and 

bolting efforts started anew. Work was completed and all routes had gotten a first ascent 

by March 2020. However, the opening of the crag was delayed due to the COVID-19 

situation and the amazing multitudes (Tech Wall-style) that would crowd the main 

Beacon area during supposed work-from-home periods. It is now hoped the new routes 

will help spread out the climbers across Beacon Hill, and provide some (or a lot of) 

entertainment for most practitioners of our sport. There’s something for everyone here: 

trad, sport, soloing, easy, hard, you name it. 

 

 
James Chan on Lotte (6a+) 

Photo: Brian Smeets 
 

The name of the game at Beacon Heights is BALANCE: a majority of the routes 

can be climbed by judiciously moving your hips, standing on your feet, and levitating 

your way up tenuous cruxes. Don’t be a goddamn boulderer locking and pulling on 

crappy holds when you can be creative and apply balance to your moves. Elegantly 

floating up is more fun than pulling down. That said, there’s a couple of routes up there 

where you’ll definitely need to pull down hard… 



DIRECTIONS: 

 
Make your way to the Beacon main wall. Enter the forest using the hiking path on 

the far left side. Go past the unofficial latrine, and twenty meters further, right before the 

path curves left, take a sharp turn right and up the hill (there should be some yellow and 

red webbing markers). Follow the faint track, using the fixed ropes when available. When 

you come across a rope blocking the way up, go left and you’ll get out of the forest onto a 

sandy slope with views of the city, and Phase I will be in front of you. It shouldn’t be 

more than 10 minutes from Beacon Main to here. 

 
Right before entering Phase I, look uphill and to your right and you’ll notice a 

series of steps carved into the soil, and the first of another series of fixed ropes. Follow 

these, stepping on the carved steps and the rocks held in place by bamboo stakes driven 

into the ground, to reach Phase II. It should be around 5 minutes from Phase I. 

 

 
Oceana Hui on Penny (6a+) 

Photo: Brian Smeets 
 

Clearing these two outcrops of vegetation was a pain in the ass, what with the heat 

and humidity of Hong Kong allowing everything that would be cut to quickly sprout 

again. Do everyone a favor and take some gardening shears or a little handsaw with you 



every time you go up there to prune and cut stuff. The routes climb better and the belay 

areas are more comfortable without vegetation. 

 
All routes are between 10 and 15 meters’ height. Bolt counts include anchors for 

each route. If you want to top-rope any of them, please use your own quickdraws, and 

only use the rings for lowering once you’re done with the route for the day. Do not top-

rope directly on the rings, please. If you have newbies with you that don’t know how to 

clean anchors, teach them beforehand, or don’t be lazy and climb the route yourself to 

clean it. 

 
 There’s no trash at all up there: let’s keep it that way. Pick up all 

your plastic bags, cigarette butts, bottles, absolutely everything, please. 
 

Thanks be given to Tiktian Chan for funds for anchors and for helping with the 

cleaning of Phase II; to Oceana Hui for helping with the cleaning of Phase I and 

providing continuous psyche; to Franco Bigazzi for technical advice throughout the years; 

and to Patrick Qua and James Chan: they know why. 

 
Chorong Myoung on Lotte (6a+) 

Photo: Brian Smeets 



PHASE I: 
 

   
 

 



1. Tina 
6a, six bolts. 

A nice little technical route. Go up to the undercling hole, move left to the obvious first 
jug and then move further left. Layback the flake next to the line of bolts stepping on 
some friction holds at the crux (last bolt before the anchors). Stay on the flake; using the 
jug to the right is cheating and out of bounds. 
FA: Ricardo Iriarte & Luca Rossi (2020). 
 
 
2. Penny 
6a+, seven bolts. 

Another nice route, more technical than the previous one. From the jugs after the 
undercling, do a slightly weird move (look to your right) and gain some flat holds with a 
thumbcatch. The crux is delightfully balancey for both tall and short people: be smart, 
move your hips and don’t boulder it. 
FA: Ricardo Iriarte & Fabrizio Tatti (2016 or 2017). 
 
Note: There’s a gecko that sometimes likes to hang out inside the undercling hole shared 
by the previous two routes. It can either come out when you’re about to place your 
fingers inside the hole, or try to push them out when you’ve already started using the hold; 
or it will be absent and you’ll never see it. Don’t worry: it will not bite you. Just be 
mindful about its presence. 
 

 
Sarah Sung on Tina (6a) 

Photo: Brian Smeets 



3. Saraki 
F5, eight bolts. 

A good easy first lead for the newbie in your group. Follow the rightward-trending series 
of flakes and holds, and rock over onto a slab to gain the anchors. 
FA: Sarah Sung & Panos Parchas (2016 or 2017). 
 
 
4. Psychologically Scarr(th)ed by Threat of Legal Action 
6a. 

The slab. Anything goes, left or right. In the words of the immortal bard Stuart Millis: 
“Do not place bolts! Either top rope it or pluck up the balls to solo it as the first 
ascensionist did.” 
FA: Ricardo Iriarte (2016 or 2017). 
 

 
Chorong Myoung on Penny (6a+) 

Photo: Brian Smeets 



5. X Æ A-12 
6a trad. 

A nice hand and fist crack with an ugly name (the first ascensionist says it’s hilarious). 
He almost on-sight free-soloed it on his approach shoes, but got stuck at the very top and 
had to be rescued. He led it later without any problem. Gear needed: one #3 and one #4 
Camalots are enough. Bring an extra #3 if you’re squeamish. Bolted anchors. 
FA: Tiktian Chan, Ricardo Iriarte & Luca Rossi. 
 

 
Ricardo Iriarte on X Æ A-12 (6a trad) 

Photo: Brian Smeets 
 

The section of the wall left of route no. 5 is discontinuous: some possible (but nails hard) 
moves up three meters of rock, and then an absolutely blank slab and wall. Don’t bother 
bolting it, it’s not worth it. 
 
 
6. Kayli 
6c+ for the tall, 7a+ and harder the shorter you are. Eight bolts. 

Mother Nature loves tall people. Curse her upon the super technical, super reachy moves 
at the start, using the right-side arête and a couple of very slippery holds for your left 
hand. After clipping the third bolt, make a hard throw to a good hold on your left (almost 
or definitely an iron cross depending on your height). Recover as much energy as 
possible here, as the rest of the route is sustained and you can definitely fall when moving 
towards the last bolt before the top. Bolted on the same year as routes nos. 2 and 3. 
FA: Ricardo Iriarte & Gianfranco Bigazzi (e lo spirito di Fabrizio Tatti) (2020). 



 
Ricardo Iriarte on Kayli (6c+) 

Photo: Brian Smeets 
 

PHASE II: 
 

  



 

 
 
 
1. Kate 
6c+ for the tall, 7a+ and harder the shorter you are. Six bolts. 

Look, a possible dyno! Your belayer should be careful when you commit to the throw at 
the top. You’ll fall to the right due to the inclination of the wall and you won’t hit 
anything, so don’t worry. Position your feet in the best way, grab whatever you can, and 
go for it. The top is a bit flat and without much to grab, so be careful when clipping the 
last bolt before the anchors. 
FA: Ricardo Iriarte, Tiktian Chan (the bolter) & Luca Rossi (2020). 
 
 
2. Closed project 
Tiktian is working on this trad crack, so hands off until he gives you the green light, 
please. It seems the pro is questionable due to the bad rock, so be careful when you 
finally get a chance to try it. 
 



3. Weronika 
6c+ for the tall, 7a+ and harder the shorter you are. Six bolts. 

A very interesting route which the tall will like and the short will curse. Extremely hard 
to onsight, as it’s very tricky at the beginning. The expression on people’s faces when 
they get stuck at the second bolt and are then given the correct beta is priceless. Think 
outside the box. Go for it after the last bolt: the fall is safe if your belayer is paying 
attention, as they should be. Not recommended to top-rope it as the rope will severely rub 
against the rock and will interfere with the holds. 
FA: Ricardo Iriarte & Gianfranco Bigazzi (2020). 
 

 
Ricardo Iriarte on Weronika (6c+) 

Photo: Brian Smeets 
 
4. Lotte 
6a+, seven bolts. 

It’s relatively straightforward from the start to the last bolt (just keep moving on decent 
holds, and pull your feet up). The crux is clipping the anchors: move far to the right 
keeping excellent balance with your feet, using an ok crimp for your right hand and some 
other holds a bit further right. Clip the anchors at chest height. Clipping them from below 
when someone else has already placed the draws for you is totally cheating. If instead of 
going right you go left and try to use the shallow finger crack, good luck. It may be 
possible, but nobody has been able to pull it off. Video or it didn’t happen. 
FA: Ricardo Iriarte & Gianfranco Bigazzi (2020). 



 

 
William Pipi on Lotte (6a+) 

Photo: Brian Smeets 
 
5. Oceana 
6a, five bolts. 

At the very start, you can either just jump to the awesome jugs, or jam/smear your right 
foot into a corner and go. Very technical afterwards; that terrible hold is not a crimp for 
your right hand, I tell you. Just stand on your excellent right foot and reach. For the crux, 
move with faith to the right into a kind of groove/crack, using the aforementioned terrible 
hold for your right foot. Once you stand up into the groove, you’ll see the anchors to your 
left. Not recommended to top-rope it as the rope will severely rub against the rock. 
FA: Ricardo Iriarte & Gianfranco Bigazzi (2020). 



 

 
Mun Yee Shum on Oceana (6a) 

Photo: Brian Smeets 
 
 
6. Meddling Bitches and Lawyers 
7c+?, six bolts. 

A short route for boulderers like Luca ‘il Fortissimo’ Rossi. We have no idea about the 
grade, as those crimps are horribly small, the first ascensionist doesn’t have that much 
experience sport-climbing, and in his own words he redpointed it on a fluke. Do it and let 
us know. Clip a quickdraw to the end of the hanging chain and another to its bolt. Your 
belayer should be extremely attentive, as there’s a definite risk of groundfalls if too much 
slack is given. 
FA: Luca Rossi & Ricardo Iriarte (bolted and named by the latter) (2020). 
 


